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Potholes

a

young man just got his driver’s license and was quite proud of it. Immediately he
thought of all the places he wanted to go and the friends he wanted to drive around
with. Somewhat timidly, he approached his father – a minister – to discuss the use of the
family car. With a serious (almost stern) look, the minister said:
“I’ll make a deal with you. You bring your grades up, study your Bible more and get your hair cut. Then
we’ll talk about it.”
A month later the boy excitedly approached his father again. He inquired about the possible
use of the family vehicle.
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“Son, I am very proud of you. I guess you’ve always had the capability, but needed a bit more
motivation. You have successfully brought your grades up and you’ve studied the Bible. But you didn’t
get your hair cut!”
The young man pondered a moment, then replied, “You know, Dad, I’ve been thinking about
that. You know, Samson had long hair, Moses [reportedly] had long hair, Noah is pictured as having
had long hair and certainly Jesus had long hair …”
“Yes, you are correct and I appreciate your study of history,” the father replied. “… and they all
WALKED everywhere they went! ”
A few weeks (and a little hair trim) later and the young man got to drive the family car when
it was not otherwise in use. Having waited his entire young life for this privilege, he did not
want it to be taken away. So he drove very carefully, stayed under all speed limits, stored his
phone properly out of sight while driving and purposefully avoided potholes.
“Wow, these potholes are everywhere! ” he thought as he continually swerved to miss one after
another (all while trying not to swerve into other vehicles). He remembered his father
recently having to replace multiple tires and even a rim once as driving directly into a large
pothole can cause quite some damage. “Why so many of these? I don’t remember them being
literally everywhere while growing up,” he thought.
Indeed, today, many large cities are chock full of potholes. Surely streets in cities with severe
and/or changing weather are hard to keep perfectly repaired. But even larger cities in fairweather states (Los Angeles comes to mind) are like minefields full of potholes. Smaller
cities (like that in which the young man grew up) seem to have fewer such automobile
obstacles. Even those mid-sized cities that neighbor the worst offenders can be much
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better, from a road maintenance perspective. Studies have
shown that it is not just money spent or the wealth of the
city that causes this disparity. Something else is at work.

U.S. cities, coast-to-coast, have the poorest-quality roads.
We believe there may be a certain disadvantage to size above
a certain threshold.

Road Quality
(Darker = worse condition)

Among worst:
New Jersey
Connecticut
New York
Massachusetts

The smallest cities generally lack the services
available to larger ones. But the largest
cities, despite what one may think about
“economies of scale,” actually have poorer
service (and roads) than their middle-sized
brethren. Perhaps above a certain size and
the complexities overwhelm the economies?
Perhaps above a certain size and the sheer
volume of services (including pothole repairs)
required is not practical in a 24-hour day/7-day
week? Perhaps more people bring with them
more graft?
We shall continue to learn more about this
topic as we now share some of our parallel
thinking regarding investments.

Road quality ranking of the 50 states:
1 to 10 (high quality)
31 to 40
11 to 20
41 to 50 (low quality)
21 to 30

Sources: U.S. News; DB Research

The above map of the United States depicts the worse
“offenders” in terms of road quality. While not specifically
shown, the reason for the worst states is a few very large
individual cities contained within. Thus, Los Angeles and
San Francisco within California, New York City within New
York State, Boston within Massachusetts, etc. take their
entire states “down” with them.
Why is this, and what investment lessons may be learned?
How may we assist the young man in reducing the number
of potholes he must swerve to avoid?
Neither Too Big nor Too Small
In the April 2004 edition of a Quarterly Report entitled
“The Middle Seat,” the author discussed the increasing
bifurcation of U.S. business and the economy. While the
“poor” were getting “richer” at that time, the “rich” were
gaining at a faster pace. Thus, products and services that
catered to wealthy folks, as well as to those with more limited
means, were both gaining market share. The “stuck in the
middle” products, however, were doing as poorly as the
“middle seat” of an airplane. Our observation this quarter
is juxtaposed with this view.
While the Gini Coefficient (that which measures income
equality) continues to show greater inequality – in the U.S.,
but not for the world as a whole – we have found that being
very large or very small can have its disadvantages. The road
quality map above shows that, for the most part, the largest

We have observed that just as the largest cities
seem to have dis-economies of scale, so too
may the largest companies. On the other hand,
the smallest companies often lack the resources
required to compete, so larger (just not
necessarily the largest) firms often display increasing market
shares combined with improving margins. A few examples:
It is noteworthy to us that while the global leader in
hybrid vehicles is, indeed, one of the largest auto companies
(Toyota), the leader in all-electric vehicles is, thus far, a
start-up (Tesla). But Tesla is still a relatively small company
without the wherewithal (or profits) to maintain its position.
It must, we believe, “graduate” to an optimal size or perhaps
eventually get passed by both its larger and smaller brethren.



 Telecommunications is an industry that, due to significant

R&D and capital expenditures, requires size. For services
companies, it seems that the “big” just keep getting
bigger. But it wasn’t always that way. Remember MCI
Communications? They were the challenger long-distance
service provider to the incumbent telephone company
known as “Ma Bell.” Many innovations were born out of
this rivalry. Then came AirTouch, one of the first pure play
wireless services companies. Again, they pushed change.
Eventually AirTouch merged with Vodafone and is now part
of Verizon (the biggest of the big). What new competitors
must we learn about as “5G” technology is rolled out over
the coming years?

Perhaps the most notable recent example of being
“large” is the global financial crisis, now nearly ten years ago.
It originated the phrase “too big to fail.” We noted with
interest that fewer of the merely “large” banks of the time
got into trouble. Indeed, some regional banks flourished,
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picking up share from those that floundered. Northern
Trust (Chicago), Cullen/Frost (Texas), BOK Financial
(Oklahoma) and M&T Bank (New York) all maintained or
even increased their dividends at a time when Citi, B of A
and even the “mighty” J.P. Morgan cut or eliminated theirs.
Today, banking regulations, including caps on deposit shares,
are designed to ensure that the very biggest get no larger.
Some of the largest financial firms (AIG comes to mind)
felt their growing assets “burning a hole in their pockets”
and thus made investments they came to regret. There is
a size, we believe, above which
companies inevitably must
consider slowing their growth.
NASDAQ Composite Index

EQUITIES STRATEGY
We have to go back to 2006, in a quarterly report entitled
“Little Boxes,” to produce a yearly asset performance chart
with positive numbers in every category presented.
2017 Asset Performance
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Dow Jones Industrial Average

Finally, we make note of the
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more effective than TV ads of
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lost share to smaller, more
nimble and (some say) “in tune
with their customers” competitors. Now attempting to buy
up these recent upstarts, the model for success of these
“biggest” has changed – perhaps permanently.


captured herein, we shall be extra careful when evaluating
the largest businesses in all sectors, in many cases preferring
to invest in the merely large instead of the biggest.

Most very small companies remain that way indefinitely.
Yes, we all hear of the success stories, but there are literally
thousands of others that barely hang on while a few thrive.
This is why smaller company equity managers can add a
lot of value as they identify tomorrow’s winners from the
flocks of today. Mid-size to larger companies may be in the
sweet spot of “big enough” to effectively compete, while
not too big to fall prey to the shortcoming of enormous
size. The very biggest companies, while all with formidable
competitive advantages, should, we believe, do better than
history would suggest.
Perhaps just like the biggest cities, the biggest companies are
held back by their sheer size? Perhaps they get “protective”
of their current products rather than aggressively look to
cannibalize themselves with new offerings? Perhaps they
get lethargic, complacent or lose talent to smaller upstarts?
For these possible reasons, and many we surely have not
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“This is the first time in many years we’ve seen this.” The “this”
that Fed Chairperson Janet Yellen referred to, explaining
her third rate hike of 2017 on December 13, was a global
synchronization of expanding economies. For this reason,
amongst others, we have been witnessing a rise across the
board of global asset prices of most types.
As shown in the chart above, last year produced stellar results
in just about every asset class. This, after several prior years
of positive results, and one may begin to ask the question of
sustainability. The U.S. economy is entering its ninth year of
expansion, equities around the world continue their ascent,
commodity prices (as evidenced by gold and oil) are rising,
real estate prices are making new all-time highs in many
regions, etc. Indeed, expansion appears broad based.
Even though broad, some asset categories are rising
faster than others. Most U.S. equities rose, yet internetrelated companies in “growth” categories performed best.
International equities rose substantially as measured in U.S.
dollars, aided by a rise in the value of many foreign currencies
– the Swiss franc rose about 4%, the ¥en gained about 5%,
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the €uro advanced more than 14%, while even the British
pound (in the throes of “Brexit” discussions) rose 9%.
Continental European economies, while slower to recover
from the global financial crisis, are clearly doing so now.
As measured by GDP, bank lending and real asset prices,
Spain, France, Germany and others are close to where they
were pre crisis. Most of the European equity markets are
reflecting this.
Within the U.S. stock market, it worries us somewhat that
the acronym “FANG” (standing for four e-commerce and
social media companies) has some parallel to the “nifty fifty”
of yesteryear. Back then, too, a small number of companies
dramatically outperformed all others. Sometimes, in a world
partially driven by “greed,” rising prices are, themselves, a
catalyst for future increases.

cryptocurrencies (such as Bitcoin), artworks such as the
auction shattering “Salvator Mundi” (Leonardo da Vinci’s
work that sold for $450.3 million, including fees), Vancouver,
Toronto, and Malibu residential real estate, and even antique
automobiles are all being sought after even though now at
(or far beyond) all-time record prices. We are mindful of
these trends.
If bubbles develop in some areas, is that necessarily a
prelude to the “end game” of all asset prices? Are we to
have “rolling” corrections (typically a healthy solution) or
will there be “contagion” to others? We cannot know the
answer to this question but are mindful of its consequences.
INVESTMENT ACTIVITY
We would now like to highlight a recent addition to Aristotle
Capital equity portfolios:

Another asset trend “du jour” is that of investing away
from individual securities (FANG perhaps an exception)
and, instead, purchasing index funds, often in the form of
liquid electronically traded funds (ETFs). But the following
graph shows that, while this phenomenon came literally out
of nowhere about fifteen years ago (the red curve shown
below), and is growing quite rapidly, ETFs still represent
only ~10% of all U.S. corporate equities outstanding.

• Hoshizaki is an example of what we see as a “rightsized” company that is gaining market share from
some entrenched large competitors. The company
participates in the global institutional kitchen
appliance market, a business that has relatively few
competitors for its size while demand for its products
does not fluctuate much, resulting in ~80% recurring
revenues. Having attained a greater than 50% global
share in commercial icemakers, Hoshizaki
is now rolling out new products and
making acquisitions in adjacent categories
(such as commercial refrigeration).
The company is widely recognized as a
manufacturer of innovative products with
technological leadership (energy efficient
and fluorocarbon-free products). Catalysts
are numerous and include: (i) geographic
expansion, (ii) increasing emphasis on
hygiene in cooking facilities, (iii) newer
cooking technologies, such as steam and
“cook-quick-chill,” and (iv) increasing
demand for labor-saving equipment,
particularly in some ageing countries. We
view this business as unique, well prepared
for its future and able to continue to gain
share from its larger competitors.
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The remainder of the graph above shows the proportion of
equities owned as remaining relatively constant over the past
twenty years – even as their absolute values rose. Mutual
funds have taken some share, but households remain the
owners of greater than 50% of corporate equities.
Some believe that we may be nearing the time of a “bubble”
in certain asset classes. ETFs are perhaps too nascent, but
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FIXED INCOME STRATEGY

There remains the pervasive view that higher
inflation is inevitable, perhaps just around
the corner; with that would likely come higher interest rates.
While we, too, have seen the evidence of this – including
tighter labor markets, sustained monetary and fiscal “loose”
policies and even higher commodity prices of late – the
Phillips Curve has just not seemed to work for quite some
time. While there is often a short-run tradeoff between
unemployment and inflation, it has not been observed in the
long run. Japan (and other countries) is a classic example
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of inflation barely positive while its labor market continues
to tighten even beyond what may be considered as “full”
employment. The Phillips Curve would argue otherwise.
This past quarter, the Federal Reserve (Fed) raised shortterm interest rates by one-quarter of a percent. It was the
third interest rate increase of the year and the fifth (each by
one-quarter percent) since rates were almost zero in 2015.
The Fed Funds target rate ended 2017 with an upper limit
of 1.50%. The new Fed Chairman, Jerome Powell, was
appointed last quarter and is expected to take over from
Janet Yellen during the first quarter of 2018. Ms. Yellen is
expected to retire.
U.S. Treasury Yield Curve
12/31/16 versus 12/31/17

to change its course) have yet to catch up with what is now
a different world order.
We will continue to monitor these trends and will likely have
more to say on this topic in future editions of The Essence.
The characters described and stories told herein are often, but
not always, based on true incidents. Poetic license is taken to
dramatize a point about an investment topic. Not all securities
mentioned herein are necessarily owned in all Aristotle
portfolios. Diﬀerences due to restrictions, tax considerations,
cash ﬂows and other factors may have impacted the decisions
to buy and/or sell certain securities at speciﬁc times. Inclusion
does not imply that investments in these securities have
been proﬁtable. A list of at least ﬁve contributors to and ﬁve
detractors from performance is available upon request.

CONCLUSION, WITH ONE MORE THOUGHT

4%

As shown above, the yield curve “flattened” last year.
That is, yields of less than 10 years in maturity rose, while
interest rates beyond 10 years actually declined. To us, this
indicates that fixed income investors, while perhaps talking
about higher inflation, have not yet invested this way.

This past quarter legislators passed the biggest change to
the U.S. tax code since Ronald Reagan was President. While
complex as always (even though “simplification” was one
of its goals), the largest change is to the corporate tax rate
– reduced from 35% to 21% using the marginal statutory
rate. While not ignoring the potential impact on business
and the economy these changes may have, we prefer to wait
for evidence of such change. Some of the new measures
could encourage greater capital spending. Reducing taxes on
overseas earnings while also allowing year-one expensing
of some capital outlays, could, indeed, encourage greater
investment. It may take quite some time, though, to see if
(a) the increases are merely “stealing” from the future or,
as intended, incremental, and (b) some of the new statutes
are reversed by future administrations. We are cognizant
that politics is almost universally partisan of late, thus any
legislation passed in one administration could be changed
during the next.

We note that policymakers have shown, consistently for
decades, that they have tools known to help lower inflation
if it gets out of hand. They have not, however, shown
they have the opposite tools – methods by which to raise
inflation levels. We remain of the view that inflation
within a “reasonable” band (say 0 – 4% or so) can result
in continued economic growth. Above or below that and
growth may suffer. We also suppose that as the world has
globalized, tools (both those to measure inflation and those

Unfortunately, in our view, what is missing from recent
tax and other legislative changes are policies that make
government more efficient. This quarter we used the
existence of potholes, getting in a young man’s way of
driving, to illustrate that, often, there is a certain size that,
beyond which, dis-economies of scale may set in. Be it the
largest companies, cities, or the largest governments, there is
much evidence that one may perhaps consider some as “too
big to exist.”
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Author’s note: After over 20 years of publishing this report on a quarterly basis, we have elected
to change the production frequency of this publication. Similar to our long-term investment
perspective, sometimes you don’t need to make a statement every three months, but on an
as-needed basis. After more than one hundred editions of “The Essence,” and its predecessor
publications, we still have more topics in the “till” than ever, publishing such notes less often
seems optimal to us. We welcome your thoughts.
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“Speculators speculate on their
perceptions of what OTHER
speculators speculate upon.”
~ John C. Bogle
Founder, The Vanguard Group
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